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Sub Theme 6:
Innovations in Local Governance and Development

“What makes innovation in the public sector so challenging?” *)

*) Alexander Hamonangan Nainggolan, Ministry of Industry Indonesia, 2018
four key aspects of innovation (Bason, 2010).

1. Courage; Leadership
2. Consciousness; Awareness
3. Co-Creation; Process
4. Capacity; Structure
Bureaucracy Culture; barrier & driver to innovation

Innovation perspectives in Public Sector

Bureaucracy: the barrier to innovation

Rewarding the innovation

Bureaucracy: the Driver to Innovation

Bureaucracy; Harmonising Politicians and Bureaucrats.
Accountability in Innovation Spending

- Limitation of public money
- Cost & benefit analysis
- Do ‘more with less’ in delivering their service
Rationality of Innovation

Nudging policy

‘short cut or role of thumb’ (Cairney, 2012:247).

Choosing an option in policy making

‘science of choice’ which is more important than CBA or CEA (Donaldson, et al, 2008).

Choosing an option in policy making

some innovations are needed to address cyclical problems
CONCLUSION

Public vs Private

Benefits > Challenges

ICT

Establish the rhythm